FROM ACIM...THE STUPIDITY OF DEATH.
"The darkest of your hidden cornerstones holds your belief in guilt FROM
your awareness. For in that dark and secret place is the realization that
you have betrayed God’s Son by condemning him to death." (Text).
Strong words again. But as I said before, if as you sit there, or if as you
listen, you do not identify yourself right now as the Son or Daughter of
God, the innocent Christ, the full blown expression of all that God is
Being right there where you are, then you have hidden The Christ you are
from yourself. And the ultimate effect of such denial, is the snuffing out
of any possibility of a remembrance that you are the Christ. It is for the
orphan to become so inflated that it totally obscures the truth about you
and does away with it once and for all..
Now, I’ve put that into words figuratively speaking, except that the simple
fact is that you experience – even though they are illusory experiences –
this effort to do away with the Christ as your own physical and mental
illnesses. And physically, you walk one foot in front of the other into the
grave, and although you don’t like the idea you don’t object to it. You
don’t object to it by doing what will effect your release. Oh yes, research
is done for better and better drugs, and your doctors develop more and
more skills to try to overcome death manually – can I put it that way? But
it’s all done without ever challenging the idea that the doctors and the
patients are all orphans. It’s done without ever dispelling the need for
those things to be done by doing the one thing that will undo your
orphanhood, which is prayer: “Father, what is the truth here?, etc.”.
So, figuratively speaking, the orphan mentality has as its desire to
become so inflated that it absolutely, totally and completely obscures
what you really are and annihilates it by such an inflated presence, that
there is not room for any vestige of the truth about you to remain to be
rediscovered. That’s the figurative. The literal is what you watch every
day: sin, disease, death..
It’s time to challenge that. It’s time to challenge it by doing the one and
only thing that will work. Let God back in. Acknowledge that you have a
Source that you are inseparable from and from Which you get your

existence. You are utterly dependent upon That which is Being you right
now and you have no capacity to be in any way, shape or from truly, all
by yourself..
“In that dark and secret place is the realization that you have betrayed
God’s Son by condemning him to death.” The dark and secret place is a
hidden cornerstone. ‘Out of sight out of mind.’ Ha. ha. ha. “.
~Excerpt from ACIM Study Group with Ra/JESUS
conducted by the Northwest Foundation for ACIM

